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Welcome to you all, to Lozère, in the South of France. In these
pages we have tried to show you a different side of Lozère, picking
out topics, images and places that will inspire you when planning
your trip, your visit or your holiday to the amazing place that is
Lozère. Unusual characters, breathtaking landscapes, an unspoilt
way of life, stunning countryside and wild, open spaces, combined
with an extensive range of high-standard rural accommodation
and a reputation for authentic food: if you’re looking for a different
kind of tourism, far from the madding crowd, in Lozère you’ll find
everything you could wish for.
Lozère is an area of remarkably rich and diverse countryside
and extraordinary landscapes. It’s France’s least populated
département; sunny, close to the Mediterranean and firmly
committed to sustainable tourism. But that’s not all. In 2011
Lozère was awarded UNESCO World Heritage status in the
Agro-Pastoral Cultural Landscapes category, and it is also full
of history, fascinating legends and some very different things to
do. Set off on foot, in the saddle or behind the wheel along pretty
roads in green countryside, through genuine villages, lowlands,
mountains and gorges, from the Margeride Mountains to the
Aubrac Plateau, exploring the Tarn Gorge and Cévennes National
Park, swimming in our rivers, trying your hand at kayaking, or
simply following your nose… Everything here gives you a natural
feeling of wellbeing, reconnecting you with the authentic. Breathe
in, smile, unwind and make the most of your precious moments in
Lozère: you’re welcome here.
Pierre SPIRITO
Director of Lozère Departmental Tourist Board
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Exciting Place
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South east of the département of Lozère, between the mont
Lozére (1702m) in the north and the mont Aigoual (1567m) in
the south, lies the Cévennes region where the harsh climate of
the mountains sharply contrasts with the milder Mediterranean
climate down the valleys. This isolated region of unspoiled
wilderness has a longstanding tradition of independence and
a rich and distinctive past. It has always been a stronghold
of the French Huguenots and back in the early 18th century,
it became the battleground for the fierce uprising of the
Protestant peasants known as the “Camisards”, against Louis
XIV’s repressive policy of forced conversion and persecution.
The rugged terrain of limestone and slate rock-formation of this
region has been hollowed out by numerous streams, rivers and
torrents into deep and winding valleys and canyons, dominated
by steep rocky cliﬀs and narrow ridges. The land is covered with
Mediterranean shrubland as well as woods and forests of beech,
holm oak, fir and in particular chestnut trees. Diverse as well
as unique the Cévennes region oﬀers a variety of picturesque
landscapes and breathtaking scenic routes. It’s the perfect place
for nature-lovers and those who wish to escape from the stress
of city life.

4
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CAUSSES & CÉVENNES
ON UNESCO WORLD
HERITAGE LIST

There are two main types of landscapes in the Parc National des
Cévennes, the highlands of the Causses plateau and Mont Lozère
where the main resources are agriculture and animal farming and
the different valleys with their own distinctiveness. The perfect ecofriendly way to explore this region is to hike, or ride a mountain bike
or a horse throughout the 5000 kms of marked trails.
Created in 1970, the
Parc
National
des
Cévennes lies on a
vast area overlapping
the département of the
Gard, the Ardèche and the Lozère .
The main objective of this National
Park is to maintain the local
biodiversity, the preservation of its
cultural and natural heritage and to
promote eco-friendly tourism.
The preservation of the fauna and
flora of this protected area is a priority
but it is also essential to ensure that
the people who live here (since it is
the only National Park permanently
lived-in with 600 inhabitants living
throughout the year at the ‘heart’ of
the National Park ) live in harmony
with their environment and are
respectful of the natural habitat .
There are 28 Natura 2000 sites all
over the Park. Those sites have been
selected for the rare and fragile ecosystem found on such sites in terms
of wild species and habitat.
taille minimale :
15 mm
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The Festival of Nature
the Parc National des Cévennes
organises three seasonal events
(in spring, summer and autumn)
with entertainment and various
activities for adults as well as
children and for locals as well as
visitors. It could involve guided tours
in the countryside with a specific
theme or topic in mind, workshops,
exhibitions, eco-museums, lectures
and so forth…
Further information on:
www.cevennes-parcnational.fr

The regions of the Causses and
the Cévennes were both listed
on 28th June 2011, by the World
Heritage Committee of UNESCO,
as a “cultural living and evolving
environment” for its Mediterranean agriculture and animal
farming. The Causses plateau
and the Cévennes region offer a
variety of amazing Mediterranean
landscapes which have been
continually transformed and
shaped by their inhabitants for
thousands of years.

© Studionature.com

The Parc National
des Cévennes

Cévennes Ecotourisme
Cévénnes Eco-tourisme is an association of a hundred professionals involved in the local
tourism industry whether they are guesthouse owners, restaurateurs, guides etc… and who
all pledge to respect the environment and minimise their impact on the natural habitat.
“Established in june 2001, the Cévennes Ecotourism association
supports service providers from a technical point of view, notably
those wishing to be involved alongside the Cévennes National Park in
application of the European Sustainable Tourism Charter.”.
Further information on:
www.cevennes-ecotourisme.com
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Chestnuts
Groves
Chesnusts are the
emblematic
fruits
of this region. In the
Cévennes, chesnust
have been the staple food for men and
cattle alike throughout the centuries.
The area of chestnut cultivation grew
accordingly to the demographics and
in the 19th century it even became the
main agricultural production in the
Cévennes. But its culture gradually
dwindled out until two decades ago
when chestnut cultivation was back
in favour. Nowadays chestnut is used
in a whole variety of confections and
delicious sweets.
Further information on:
www.plaisirsauthentiques.com

© Studionature.com

Visitors interested in cultural heritage and/or keen in outdoors activities
definitely should make it a stopover .
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Visitors interested in cultural heritage and/or keen in outdoors activities
definitely should make it a stopover.
The medieval fortified town of la Garde Guérin (860m high) surrounded
by mountains in the north and by the mont Lozère in the south-west,
overlooks the torrent of the Altier river on one side and towers the gorges
of the Chassezac on the other, located alongside the ancient trail of
the Régordane (once part of a major pilgrimage pathway ), this village
is listed among “the most beautiful villages in France”. With its narrow
cobblestone streets and alleys, its tower and 12th century Romanesque
church which are both listed as Historical Monuments (French equivalent
of National Heritage listed buildings in Britain), is a strong reminder of
its cultural past. The 400m plunging view from the dungeon of the castle
over the gorges of Chassezac (one of the most impressive canyons in the
area) is simply breathtaking. Its steep cliffs make a formidable natural
fortification standing between the region of the Massif Central and the
Cévennes. Visitors can walk down along a scenic path to get to the bottom
of the canyon. To explore the gorges you can walk along 30 km long marked
trails and paths and cross the river over a few suspension bridges to get
a different perspective. There are the possibilities of many sport activities
such as rock climbing (60 equipped climbing routes),
hiking, mountain bike rides, high rope courses,
and naturally canyoning. But you need the proper
equipment and for some high-risk activities you need
to be supervised by an experienced instructor.
Further information on: www.villefort-cevennes.com

THE LAKE OF VILLEFORT

© Studionature.com

The reservoir of the dam of
Villefort is a huge expanse of
water which spreads over 336
acres. This reservoir has been
transformed into an artificial lake
for swimming with easy access
to a beach, fishing and sailing are
other activities proposed at the
office “Pêche et Nature” to either
beginners or people with a little
experience. There is a pathway if
you want to walk all around the
lake. On the east side of the beach
the path is wide enough for a
family stroll whereas on the west
side, the path narrows and leads
through a chestnut grove.

Via Ferrata at Villefort
There are two routes for this via ferrata, one easy
and one difficult but with some sections common
to both routes. This via ferrata is quite unique as
it hangs over the lake and spans across a cove
where it involves different means of crossing such
as monkey bridge, rope bridge, zip line. Definitely
for the thrill-seekers! On average, it will take

01-32-Brochure d'appel GB-BAT.indd 7

about 4 hours to complete. It is not allowed to
children under 6 years old and children under
12 must be under the supervision of adults. The
equipment for via ferrata is compulsory but it’s
provided when you do it with an instructor.
Further information on:
http://grandeurnature48.com

© Studionature.com
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La Garde Guérin and
the Gorges du Chassezac
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Every summer in le Pontde-Montvert takes place the
festival des métiers d’Art
(handicrafts). It’s a unique
opportunity to discover
talented artists, craftsmen and women and why
not learn the basic skills
and technique of some of
the crafts on display.

© vallonduvillaret

VALLON DU VILLARET

Not far from bagnols-les-Bains, le
Vallon du Villaret is a leisure park
highly recommended by most tourist guides. A refreshing alternative
to the usual leisure theme park,
the Parc du vallon du Villaret is an
ideal destination for a great family
outing. It consists in a two-mile
walk through the countryside with
lots of attractions based on light
and water. There is a picnic area,
and an inn for those who wish
a more substantial meal. Every
summer there is an art exhibition
in the 15th century tower.
Further information
on: www.levillaret.fr
8
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For the last 5 years, during this two-day
event, the residents of le Pont-de-Montvert
welcome artists and craftsmen and women
from all over France and abroad, drawing
quite a large number of visitors (nearly
10,000 visitors last year). This year on the
week-end of the Bastille Day celebration,
more than 70 artists, ceramists, printmakers,
jewellery designers, textile designers, glass
makers, cutlers, leather workers will exhibit
their crafts in the different storage rooms
and buildings at their disposal, such as
barns, garages, sheds, cellars and other
unexpected locations. Those craftsmen and
women come here every summer to share
their passion for their crafts. Apart from
the quality of the craftsmanship on display
here, the friendly and convivial atmosphere
of this event is what makes this festival
such a great success. Visitors could also
take part in various workshops whether
it is wood carving, stone carving, wrought
iron, weaving, pottery etc.... Grown-ups and
children alike can have a try at it and take
back with them the artefact of their own
making.
“Learn something new !”
Different workshops, courses and lectures
are also available to the public with guest
specialists and experts on specific themes
and topics, that could broaden your
knowledge on fine arts and crafts.
Further information on:
www.festival-metiersdartencevennes.org
www.termstayinlepontdemontvert.fr
www.donzelenche.com

© Studionature.com

Fine Arts and Handicrafts
in Le Pont-de-Montvert

This imposing 15th century Cévenol
farmhouse (a “mas” is a farmhouse
in Provençal and Occitan dialect) is an
information centre of the Parc national
des Cévennes during the tourist
season. It is also the starting point
for three trekking trails with a variety
of terrains and vegetation : woodland,
moor, pasture. On the way you will
cross over granite bridges, pass by old
mills, and get a glimpse of the river
Tarn, the spring of which is very near.
Access to it from Le Pont-de-Monvert,
via Villeneuve, then the trail of the
Hôpital.
Further information on:
www.cevennes-parcnational.fr

International
Recognition
of the Pélardon
In the Cévennes, goats and sheep
have always been farmed. Both
species provided milk, cheese and
meat. In 2000 le Pélardon, a delicious
goat cheese from the Cévennes,
officially got the prestigious label of
AOC product ((label of guarantee of
origin) and the label AOP (label of
protected origin) in 2001. Every year, 4
million pélardons are produced in the
Cévennes by 72 farmers and 31 goatmilk producers.
Further information on:
www.pelardon-aop.fr

© Studionature.com
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Hiking on Stevenson’s Steps
On 22nd September 1878,
the young Scottish writer
Robert Louis Stevenson left
Monastier-sur-Gazeille, in
the département of Haute
Loire south of the Massif
central, with his jenny ass
named Modestine for the
transport of his food ration
and luggage. It took him 12
days to get to St Jean du
Gard, 220 kms further south.

© Régis Domergue

“For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to
go; I travel for travel’s sake. And to write about
it afterwards [...]
But the great affair is to move; to feel the needs
and hitches of life a little more early, to get
down off this feather bed of civilisation, and
to find the globe granite underfoot and strewn
with cutting flints.”
Robert Louis Stevenson

He related his journey in a diary which was published the following year
under the titled “Travels with a Donkey in the Cévennes”. It became the
bible of hikers, relating steveson’s journey through Le Velay, Le Gévaudan,
Mont Lozère and the Cévennes and his route was named after him, the
Stevenson trail, and then the famous GR70. This book was published only a
few years before his major books such as “Treasure Island”, “Strange Case
of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde”. There were two reasons that could account for
his journey in the Cévennes: the first one was that he was trying to forget
about his sweetheart the artist Fanny Osbourn, who had gone back to the
US to obtain a divorce from her then husband in California. Stevenson was
passionately in love with her and he will follow her to the US the following
year and would eventually marry her a few years later. The other reason
could be that Stevenson, son of a strict Calviniste father and grandson of
a protestant pastor, was attracted by this rebellious land of the Protestant
“Camisards”. He was of a weak constitution, deeply agnostic and rejecting
parental authority, he was sort of a rebel himself. He felt some affinity for
the Camisards who took up arms against the persecution of the Catholic
king of France, Louis XIV. To him the Camisards, those “Covenanters of the
South” as he used to call them, were just the French equivalents of those
rebels from the Scottish Highlands, those Scottish Presbyterians whose
history and persecutions he had been told in his early childhood by his
nanny.
After his death in 1894 and his reputation as a writer well established, the
journey he made through the Cévennes was repeated as a pilgrimage by
many of his admirers and followers who wanted to walk on his footsteps.
The growing popularity of hikers for this route forced the authorities to take
action to improve the safety of the trail by creating the GR70 and in 1978 to
commemorate the centenary of Stevenson’s journey, the French federation
of Hikers ensured that the 180kms of this trail was signalled with blue
and white marks – the colours of the Scottish flag . Better known as the
Stevenson’s route nowadays, the GR70 is now 250kms long because of the
necessary diversions to avoid new roads which didn’t exist in Stevenson’s
time. All along this track has sprung up different tourism activities such
as gites or guest-houses, donkeys to hire, etc… all the participants are
members of the association “ on the Stevenson’s footsteps” which was
created in 1994 and whose role is to ensure a good maintenance of the
environment.
Further information on: www.chemin-stevenson.org

At the foot of the Cassini Peak (1680m), there is
the “station 4 saisons” of the Mas de la Barque
which is an outdoor activities centre and ecotourism office throughout the year. At the heart of the
National Park of the Cévennes, this traditional and
authentic village offers quite an array of comfortable and cosy lodgings, fully equipped as well as
a big inn-restaurant which serves traditional and
local food products : cheese, honey, wild boar
charcuterie, chestnuts etc… As soon as you arrive,
forget about your car and go for an outdoor activity
instead: hiking, mountain-bike rides, horse-riding,
horse-carriage drive, hiking with huskies, geocaching, donky or poney ride, Nordic walking are all on
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offer in summer whereas in winter you can choose
between Nordic skiing, skiking, hiking on rackets,
dog-sled, snow sleigh etc…
Right through the forest of Mont Lozère, in a
preserved environment, the trails and tracks (all
marked) will enable hikers to discover the fantastic scenery along the route, such as the sites
of the Belvédère de Bouzèdes, the Rock of Trèze,
the Col du pré de la dame, the Peak of Cassini as
well as the picturesque hamlets of the National
Park : l’Hôpital, Mas Camargues, Gourdouse, les
Bouzèdes, Pierre froide…..
Further information on:
www.lemasdelabarque.com

© Studionature.com

MAS DE LA BARQUE: FULL NATURE STATION
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Pierrette
Agulhon,
the Landlady
of Lozerette
© La Lozerette

It’s a real institution. Mentioned in every serious tourist or
restaurant guide, The Lozerette de Cocurès is a beautiful
mansion where visitors have been welcome since 1926.

HEALTH SPA AT BAGNOLS-LES-BAINS

© Studionature.com

Near the village of Lanejuols (16th century fountain, 12th
century church in the Romanesque style, Gallo-Roman museum 3rd – 4th century tombs of 2 children) The health spa
resort of Bagnols-les-bains (900m), is close to the springs
of the Lot river and the Mont Lozère, and enjoys a dry, energising and tonic climate. This location is particularly beneficial
to patients with vascular and respiratory problems. The
healing benefits of the spring waters have been well-known
since Roman time. The water coming down from a hot spring
in the mountain is of a temperature of 41.5°, rich in sulphur,
bicarbonate, fluoride and other minerals. In addition, there
is a cold spring with diuretic and digestive properties. This
water is notable for containing very few minerals (45mg/l).
Nowadays, this health Spa which has been recognised as a
public health establishment since 1837, provides all sorts
of treatments such as balneotherapy, hydrotherapy, fitness
classes, relaxation, and all this in a fabulous environment.
Further information on:
www.bagnols-les-bains.com

And what a warm welcome! This inn is cosy, stylish,
sophisticated but most of all genuine. Pierrette Agulhon,
the third generation owner of this place. The lozerette
belonged to her grandmother, then to her parents and
she took over in the nineties. She is the guardian of the
tradition of this 85 year old family business in this amazing
environment and will ensure top quality service and comfort
of the guests. Deeply attached to her roots and the region,
she has adhered to the European Charter of sustainable
tourism. All visitors are warmly welcomed, whether they
are hikers with or without donkeys, bird watchers, naturelovers, mountain bikers, canoeists or simply nature-lovers.
She supports eco-tourism associations and gets involved
in local cultural activities such as the Thursday Winemaker
workshop or jazz concerts taking place at the Lozèrette.
Pierrette Agulhon is a fine gourmet as well as a great wine
connoisseur, she herself writes the food and wine section
for a gastronomic magazine. She is in charge of the wine
cellar at the lozérette, where she stocks the best local “crus
millesimes” and vintage wines which would be perfect with
pélardons cheese, chestnuts, local lamb and beef, “aligot”
(a traditional dish of mashed potatoes and local cheese).
Pierrette Agulhon offers to her guests ethical holidays, she
can provide catering and lodging services in accordance
with her project of sustainable growth. She is eager to
share all her knowledge, her convictions and her sensitivity
for the preservation of a unique environment from the tarn
valley to the Mont Lozère and beyond.
Further information on:
www.lalozerette.com - www.demeures-de-lozere.com
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“The Florac 100 miles” refers to an almost mythical event : a one-day endurance
horse race. Created in 1975, the race has become one of the most important
endurance horse races in Europe, as it was confirmed in 2011 when the Lozère
Endurance Horse Race Association hosted the European championship of endurance
horse race. Persik, an Arabian horse born in Tersk in the Caucasus in 1969, was
purchased in 1974 by the National Park of Cévennes ; he soon turned into a great
champion, especially on the occasion of the first major endurance ride created in
France: “the Florac 100-mile ride” (a mythical reference contest in Europe) that he
won twice consecutively, in 1975 and 1976. After a short but brilliant sports career
he became a breeding star in endurance.
Further information on: www.160florac.com
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The 100-mile Endurance Horse riding
Race in Florac
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Cévennes, Mont-Lozère

The Spring of Castagnols
At the heart of the National Park of the Cévennes, nestled
at the bottom of a small valley, the peaceful hamlet of
Castagnols. “The Spring of Castagnols” is a restored
farmhouse built on the very land on which is located the
spring. The farmhouse built in 1684 has been turned into a
gîte or guesthouse (Gîtes de France 3 épis). The bedrooms
are spacious, furnished in the Cévenol style with comfortable
beds. In the evening the family who runs the gîte will invite
you on one of the terraces to have a tradional 4-course meal
and local wine. Throughout the land of the farm there are
many terraces, called faïsses. Some are in the shade for an
afternoon nap whereas others are fully exposed to the sun
for sunbathing. There is one especially for children equipped
with swings and specific areas where they can build sheds
in the woods.
Hiking routes literally start from the farmhouse which
stands along a hiking path (GR), those tracks lead to other
small hidden valleys watered by streamlets or high plateaux
dotted with bolders or deep ravines with lovely streams,
such as la Luech, le rio Thor… in which you can swim, dive,
jump or build little dams. There is also the possibility of
many outdoors activities such as canoeing, canyoning, rock
climbing, mountain-bike, horse riding. But you might simply
choose to rest and read a good book in the sun.
Further information on:
www.castagnols.com

© PNC

La Cham des Bondons is a limestone
plateau of about 10 km2, south west of
the Mont Lozère and about 10 km from
Florac. The word Cham (or causse)
refers to a limestone plateau in the
Occitan dialect. It is located near the
village of Les Bondons. 154 granite
menhirs (upright standing stones from
the Neolithic era), 4 dolmens (Neolithic
portal tomb) and about thirty burial
mounds are scattered all over the
plateau. The site is the 2nd biggest
megalithic site in france after Carnac in
Brittany. Those megalithic monuments
are thought to be dating from the
late Neolithic to the beginning of the
bronze age. There is also a geological
curiosity on this site: two hillocks
of black marl which have withstood
erosion and which towers the Tarn
valley : the Puech d’Allègre and the
Puech de Mariette, renamed later Truc
de Miret and Truc des Bondons.
Further information on:
www.cevennes-parcnational.fr

LAND OF THE FIRST
CAMISARDS

© Studionature.com

© La source des castagnols

La cham
des Bondons

Recently published, the guide “Au pays
de premiers Camisards” (In the Land of
the First Camisards) is the work of the
National Park of the Cévennes and the
five districts of the Cévennes: Mont
Lozère, Florac, Tarnon Mimonte, Vallée
Longue Calbertois, Hauts Gardons .
This guide was written by a scientific
committee of historians of this period,
and experts. With this guide you
can explore the region through the
historical period of the Camisards.
26 sites are mentioned, for each of
them historical facts and events which
took place are evoked. You will find in
this guide useful information as well.
Seven out of those 26 sites are linked
together by a trail “ the trail of the
Camisards” from Barre-des-Cévennes
to Pont-de-Montvert: a two-day
trek, 28 km long through a beautiful
landscape which will give the visitor
a certain idea of what it must have
been like in the days of the Camisards.
The substantial bibliography will help
those who are interested in the subject
to get more information about this part
of the history of the Cévennes.
Further information on:
www.cevennes-parcnational.fr

The Régordane pathway (or Voie Régordane) is a
thousand year old road which used to connect the
Massif Central region to the Méditerranean shores.
Until the 13th century it was the main thoroughfare
between the north of France and the Mediterranean
south for pilgrims, crusaders and traders alike. Since
1995 when it was sponsored by UNESCO, its name
has been associated with the notions of tolerance and
cultural diversity. Walking along the Régordane trail is
like walking through history, and through a countryside
which has been shaped by men and women who lived
there throughout the centuries. From the Vellave (Puy-
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en-Vellay region), Gévaudan, Hautes Cévennes, Cévennes
Alésiennes and gardonnenque, Garrigues and Costières
Nîmoises, down to the gate of the Camargue. The
Régordane pathway with sacred sites and monuments
scattered all along, is a testimony of its rich historic and
cultural heritage. Nowadays, as the route has been integrated into the network of long distance trekking trails,
the GR700, the Régordane pathway combined with the
cycling tracks, the road network, and the railway offer
the visitors different possibilities of exploring the region.
Further information on:
www.voie-regordane.com

© Jean-François Salles

THE RÉGORDANE PATHWAY
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Cévennes, Mont-Lozère
Gorges du Tarn, de la Jonte, Vallée du Lot, Grands
Causses

Gorgeous
Landscapes
South west of the Lozère, the gorges of the Tarn and
the Jonte rivers have hollowed out the vast limestone
plateaux of Méjean and Sauveterre to form this majestic
canyon where the winding turquoise waters of the river
are ﬂowing through. The river is sometimes ﬂowing
slowly and at other times rushing impetuously down
the gorges. Further north, the Lot river valley separates
the high plateaux of Margeride and the Aubrac. This
fertile valley abounds in Medieval castles fortresses and
churches.

13
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Les Causses et les Cévennes,
paysage culturel de l’agro-pastoralisme méditerranéen
inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine
mondial en 2011

Causses & Cévennes:
UNESCO World Heritage Site
Since June 28th 2011, the Causses & Cévennes area joined the prestigious UNESCO World Heritage
list as a “Mediterranean agropastoral cultural landscape”. The site covers approximately 3000km2
stretching over four departments in France: Lozère, Gard, Aveyron and Hérault.

14

Nevertheless, Lozère is honoured to have 59 towns
and villages in this UNESCO listed area and 23 in
peripheral zone, and Lozère represents more than
fifty per cent of the total distinguished zone.
The Causses & Cévennes have a wealth of
Mediterranean landscapes shaped by man over
thousands years in a grandiose natural environment.
Testament to a unique agrarian past, agro-pastoral
culture now radiates from exceptional landscapes,
fantastic built heritage (villages, farms, pasture
paths, sheep pens, ponds etc.) and centuries-old
knowledge. The inscription on World Heritage list
is a true international tribute to generations of
men here for their achievement on maintaining
traditions and knowledge alive, complete will to
next generations and lively future.
As Unesco board explains “this site, in the southern
part of central France, is a mountain landscape
interspersed by deep valleys that is representative of
the relationship between agro-pastoral systems and
their biophysical environment, notably through the
“drailles” or drove roads. Villages and substantial
stone farmhouses on deep terraces of the Causses
reflect the organization of large abbeys from the 11th
century. Mont Lozère, inside the property listed, is one
of the last places where summer transhumance is
still practiced in the traditional way.”
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This area is a major example of viability
for mediterranean agro-pastoralism.
Its preservation is necessary to prevent
economic and social threats as can be
seen in rural societies in the whole world.
The Causses & Cévennes keep many testimonials
of evolution of their society troughout centuries.
The important built patrimony associated to the
landscapes characteristics reflecting traditionnal
pastoralism will be protected by the renewal of
people practising modern pastoralism in respect
with traditions. Agro-pastoralism traditions and
knowledge is today visible trough exceptionnal
landscapes and built patrimony. In this protected
area, the visitor may today still discover thousand
views of a unique territory, making stopovers at
farms, inns, encountering sheperds leading sheep
and goats through the mountains. And at least taste
naturally made food from local farm operators,
such as the delicious Pelardon or the tasty
notorious Roquefort, best testimonies of ancestral
but creative and modern agro-pastoralism activity.
All areas registered in the World Heritage list are
protected for their cultural and natural diversity of
outstanding universal value.
Further information on: www.caussesetcevennes.com
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Gorges du Tarn, de la Jonte, Vallée du Lot, Grands Causses
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The “Chaos” of Nîmes-le-vieux is a
ruiniform rock-formation very specific
to a limestone plateau terrain where
rocks and boulders have been shaped
over time by the erosion of water
ice and wind. This one is located on
the Causse de Méjean, right in the
national Park of the Cévennes. The
place with those strangely shaped
rocks which seems to be from another
planet is an intriguing sight. You could
be on Mars or the Moon ! Some take
the appearance of strange objects or
animals, here you could see a lion,
there some ogre’s cooking pot or the
ancient arena of some fabulous city.
The 5km long path starts from Hom,
you can access it from the pass of
Perjuret between Florac and Meyrueis.
Another path with an educational
purpose is going through the “Chaos”
between Hom and gally and starts from
Veygalier on the Causse de Méjean.
Further information on:
www.cevennes-parcnational.fr.
An informative brochure is available at
the Tourist ofﬁce in Florac, Meyrueis
and at the Florac “Maison du Parc”

© Alain Lagrave

Strangelyshaped Rocks
and Boulders in
Nîmes-le-vieux

Along the River
From Ispagnac to Le Rozier, at the feet of huge chalky cliffs flows the
river Tarn over 53 kms where the crystalline waters can be in some parts
calm and in other parts can turn into rapids. From April to October, the
river turns into a magnificent watersport playground in a breathtaking
environment.
You can explore the gorges at your own pace. The cirque (or corrie) des
Pugandoires, the defile of the Détroits, the cirque des Baumes, Le Pas de
Soucy, those magnificent sites can be explored in a canoe or a kayak or simply
on a rowing boat with the boatmen of La Malène who perpetuate the tradition
of transporting tourists down the gorges since the 19th century.
Depending on the water level, you can paddle down the river from April till
October. This is a river which is family-friendly in the sense that it is not
dangerous. From Ste Eminie to Rozier you will find many places where you
can hire canoes or kayaks at an hourly or daily rate. You can even hire a guide
who will give you information about the environment, the fauna and flora,
the geological formation of the site. Those canyons are the longest gorges in
Europe and this gigantic rift which sometimes can be 500 m deep has been for
thousands of years the natural habitat of a rare and fragile fauna and flora. The
gorges of the river Tarn display an exceptionally well-preserved biotope. With
hardly any humans living there, it’s been a great opportunity for the preservation
of rare bird species such as the Kingfisher, the Short-toed Snake Eagle or the
Golden Eagles. Beavers and otters can be found on the river banks and up on
the plateau, ibexes (wild goats) have vast expanse of uninhabited land to roam
freely about.
Further information on: www.gorgesdutarn.net and www.gorgesdutarn.com

© Studionature.com

MOTORBIKING ALONG THE GORGES OF THE RIVERS TARN AND JONTE
The Lozère like Corsica with its amazing landscape,
his huge canyons, its small roads winding through
green countryside where small villages standing
atop the hills dominate the valley, is a paradise
for bikers. Many guides like the Guide Michelin, le
petit Futé and other specialised magazines, suggest
some routes of interest for motorcycling. Inns, gîtes

and guest houses as well as “relais moto” (bikers
stopovers) welcome groups of visiting bikers. They
will be able to cater for these visitors’ specific
needs, far far away from the concrete jungle of the
cities and motorways.
Further information on:
www.lozere-tourisme.com
15
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A Subterranean
Journey Deep down
inside the Earth
The secret of the earth is also underneath, deep inside
the entrails of the earth. The Aven Armand and the
Dargilan Cave are two fascinating underground sites
worth visiting.

Originally from Central Asia, the
Przewalski horse ( called Takh in
Mongolia) is the ancestor of domestic
horses. It has never been domesticated
though, it is the last genuine wild horse
species in the world. To save them from
extinction, the National Park of the
Cévennes and the WWF as well as the
Station Biologique de La Tour du Valat,
have created the association “TAKH” and
bought more than 300 hectares of land
on the Causse Méjean, near the hamlet
of Villaret. Przewalski horses roam
freely there and they will be gradually
reintroduced in Mongolia, the country
where they originally come from. In 1993

© Alain Lagrave

PRZEWALSKI WILD HORSES

and 1994, the first 11 horses arrived on
the Causse Méjean. In 2004 and 2005, 22
horses were flown back to the steppes of
Mongolia, where the species was extinct.
Every year in July and August, visitors
are welcome by the association so they
can get an opportunity to hear about this
project and to see the horses of course.
Further information on:
www.takh.org
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© Ferme de Hyelzas

Once Upon a Time, in a Caussenard Farm

To find out about the daily life of farmers on the causse Méjean before 1950, you
can visit the farm Caussenards de Hyelzas and its eco-museum where in the
17th and 19th century buildings of
the farmhouse you can see what the
kitchen, the stable, the attic, the cellar,
the furniture and the tools might have
looked like then. The cattle and the
farm animals are real. A journey into
the past.
Further information on:
http://ferme.caussenarde.free.fr
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The cave of Dargilan in Meyrueis, south of the
Lozère (the Causse Noir), is really impressive
not only because of the sheer size of the cave
but also for its very colourful calcified deposits.
This labyrinth of caves and tunnels was
discovered by Edouard Alfred Martel (18591938) considered as the father of modern
speleology (study of caves). It was made
accessible to visitors in 1890 and therefore was
the first cave open to the Public. Nicknamed
La Grotte Rose (the Pink Cave) because of the
incredible colours of its calcified deposits.
It’s 1200 m long with some majestic cave
chambers. The access to the cave is safe and
available to everybody whatever their age. You
will see dried streams, calcified cascades, an
ossified forest of stalactites and stalagmites,
all the way down to the exit where the visit
culminates in a breathtaking view over the
Gorges de la Jonte.
L’Aven Armand (a pitch or a drop) is on the
Causse Méjean. It was discovered by Louis
Armand in 1897, this amazing site was open
to the public for the first time in 1927 and
since then it has been a very popular tourist
attraction. To get access to the pitch 112
metres below, you take a cable car which
makes the descent easy. There you will
see the largest stalagmite in the world, (30
metres high), sparkling like a diamond, and
the impressive Grand Chamber in which a
whole cathedral would easily fit. You then
walk a field of 400 glittering stalagmites of
changing colours. This is simply magic! In
summer they would organise classical music
or jazz concerts in the Grand Chamber where
the sheer volume of the chamber and the
setting of the location will ensure an acoustic
as well as a visual experience to the audience.
At the exit, you will find a café with a shaded
terrace where you can rest and get gradually
used again to the bright light of the sun.
Further information on: www.dargilan.com /
www.aven-armand.com
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The village
of Sainte-Enimie,
Medieval and Beautiful

On one of the narrowest pass of the majestic Gorges of the Tarn river and
hanging over the edge of the Causse de Sauveterre, the village of SainteEnimie belongs to the list of the most beautiful villages in France.
This village is located along the big rift caused by the River Tarn between
the Causse Méjean and the Causse Sauveterre, at the narrowest point in the
canyon. It was named after Merovingian princess, Enimie was the daughter of
Clotaire II and sister of Dagobert 1er who will eventually become king of France.
According to the legend, Enimie who was a pretty and charming young woman,
wished to devote her life to God but because of her good looks she had many
suitors who would constantly try to dissuade her. She eventually escape from
her suitors and their pressing courting when she got infected with leprosy and
got disfigured. An angel told her she would be cured if she bathed in the water
spring of the Burle, in Gévaudan. She went there and bathed and eventually
was cured. She decided then to stay and live there. She had a convent and
some houses built near the spring, giving a new life to the village and later her
name as well.
This picturesque Medieval village is a labyrinth of narrow cobblestone streets
and lanes, of arched passageways, stairs and terraces. In the old monastery,
you can visit the refectory, a splendid chapterhouse in the Romanesque
style. There is also the 12th century church Notre-Dame-du-Gourg with the
magnificent arch of its apse and the statue of Sainte-Anne, there are also
nearby modern ceramics illustrating the history of the foundation of the town.
In the village the wheat market building has been preserved with the old
measuring containers. Proud of its past and of its heritage, the village has been
listed among the most beautiful villages in France. The amazing landscape
and scenic location, makes this village a place worth visiting and stopping over
to explore the gorges of the Tarn river and enjoy all the kinds of watersport
activities on offer there.
Further information on: www.gorgesdutarn.net

Fishing Trout and Barbel

The Tarn river springs out on the southern slope of the
Mont Lozère at an altitude of 1550m. Most of the time it’s
a river flowing down gorges. Starting on a granite terrane
it moves on to a limestone plateau which it has hollowed
out into a deep canyon. In terms of fish stock it’s one of
the best in Europe. Trout, Mediterranean barbel, grayling,
gudgeonsand chub are thriving in this river. It’s first class
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river for angling although it’s strictly regulated during
the fishing season from the beginning of March to midSeptember. Some angling contests are no-kill contest which
means that the fish are returned to the river; there are nokill contests on 24 routes in the Département of the Lozère.
Further information on: www.lozerepeche.com
www.peche-autrement.com
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Located in the gorges de la Jonte,
right in the middle of main nesting
area of the four species of vultures
living in the National Park of the
Cévennes (the Griffon Vulture, the
Cinereous Vulture, the Bearded
Vulture, and the Egyptian Vulture),
the Belvedere of the Vultures
houses an exhibition on the
disappearance of the vultures in
the area and their re-introduction
in the 90’s which has been a great
success. Vultures are an integral
part of the environment, of these
high cliffs which regularly generate
ascending thermals that vultures
need to glide high in the air. Yet in
1940 those raptors had completely
disappeared from the Causses, due
to human destruction. From an
observation deck, open from March
to November, equipped with fieldglasses visitors can watch those
magnificent birds gliding in the air
or in their nests.
Further information on:
www.vautours-lozere.com

© Alain Lagrave
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HOME
OF THE VULTURES
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On the southern edges of the Causse de Sauveterre, an old farmhouse from the 17thand 18th
Centuries has been restored and turned into
a gîte (3 épis). The imposing structure of the
buildings has the label Gîte Panda WWF which
garantees that firstly, the gîte is located in an
environment of quality, secondly it is equipped with an observation deck and it provides
some documentation about the environment of
the area and of course, that the landlords or
landladies who run the gîte are caring about the
environment. It can provide lodging up to 30
people, there is a huge kitchen with the option
18
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GÎTES DE FLEURINES

of self catering or full-board (tables d’hôtes).
The landlords Nathalie Chaytan and Bernard
Camborde welcome guests who do care about the
environment.
Further information on:
www.lesfleurines.fr

2km from the village of La Canourgue,
in the Lot valley, there is a golf course of
18 holes over five and a half kms amid
a wooded and hilly countryside. You
might choose to stay at the club house
or camping in one of the 8 small chalets
around the swimming-pool in a peaceful
and relaxing environment.
Further information on:
www.golf-gorgesdutarn.com

© Studionature.com

Olivier Jassaud comes from
a family of boatmen. He grew
up in La Malène where his
father had been before him a
boatmen. The history of boatmen and boats in the gorges
of the Tarn river is closely
linked to his family’s history and the one of his fellow
workers. Boats since the 14th
century have been the main
means of transport in the
gorges, to connect villages, to
go and work in one’s vineyard
or to fish in the river either
with fishing nets or hawks. At
the end of the 19th century
the first tourists would come
to visit the gorges thanks to
the then new railway link between Paris and Béziers. Hotels and inns were
opening in villages. But boats were not properly equipped then for tourism in
terms of comfort, and quite often one could see elegant ladies sitting in the
boats on kitchen chairs put in there for their own comfort.
The creation in 1905 of a road along the gorges was the end of this old means
of transport on the river. From 1940 onwards, La Malène has been the only
village left from where tourists can still visit the gorges aboard a boat. The
boatmen of La Malène set up a coop in 1952. With the exception of a few
adjustments, it’s still as a coop they are working nowadays. Olivier who is 41
is the manager of this coop which involves a workforce of 9 boatmen, exactly
like in the days when his uncle was the manager.
The tour covers a distance of 8 kms from La Malène to the cirque des Baumes,
on a boat for 2 to 6 people. That allows for visiting the Détroits in about one
hour. During the visit, each boatman will talk about his own field of interest,
whether it’s the vegetation, the animal species, the terrane, or the history of the
area. It’s some tradition, that of the trade of boatmanship in La Malène!
Further information on: www.gorgesdutarn.com

Golf near the Gorges
of the River Tarn

Cycling around
the Lozère

The great variation of the landscape in
Lozère is due to the geological terrain of the
region which is always different. Therefore it
isn’t surprising that the Lozère is a paradise
for bikers and cyclists of all sorts. Whether
you are a pro or just an amateur, or even a
beginner, whether you prefer road cycles to
mountain bikes, whether you’re looking for
a challenge or just a gentle ride through the
counstryside, you’ll find the type of ride that
eventually suits you. The cyclist who likes
long distance rides, steep climb and hilly
rather than flat cycling routes will definitely
find what he or she ‘s looking for: from
Mende to Langogne, cycling over 600km,
up the Lot valley and then the valley of the
Allier with 9600m elevation will constitute
a challenge for sure. For mountain bikers,
they will enjoy cycling across the Margeride,
The Cévennes, the Grandes Causses and
the Mont Lozère. All tracks are mapped and
therefore marked. They are suitable to all :
single individual and family alike. Another
option could be riding an electric bike with
which you can climb 40° slopes without any
effort. Group cycling rides over a few days
along the Gorges of the Tarn river with full
board can be organised.
Further information on:
www.lozere-tourisme.com
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Olivier Jassaud : a Family
Tradition of Boatmen
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Gorges du Tarn, de la Jonte, Vallée du Lot, Grands Causses

“Mende & Lot en Gévaudan”:
a National Label of some
Repute

The high valley of the Lot is an area which rich in cultural heritage. In
order to highlight this heritage, all the villages and towns in the area
have set up a PAH (which stands for” Pays d’Art et d’Histoire”: Country
of Art and History)
PAH is an official label awarded by the Ministry of Culture and Communication
to towns and regions which pledge to pursue a proactive policy of enhancing
their cultural and natural heritage.
An area 50km long by 15km large, including 22 towns and villages around
Mende, is the historical centre of the Gévaudan. There are no less than 1000
watersprings in this area. For nine years, a series of cultural events have been
organised all across the Gévaudan mainly in the summer season. We organise
guided visits and cultural events throughout the summer such as concerts,
exhibitions, conferences, musical festivals, a more didactic project for the
younger ones as well as the project of setting up a system of information on
every building of interest” Nelly Lafont said, she is in charge of the architecture
and cultural heritage within the PAH organisation.
In 2013, “Mende & Lot en Gévaudan” will start again its weekly guided tours such
as “the Tuesdays on Romanesque architecture” or “A Site EveryThursday”. For
instance in June, there will be guided tours all over the Gévaudan area on the
theme of buildings and technology of the past with a particular emphasis on
windmills, grindstones, pigeon lofts etc… Music won’t be forgotten as concerts
will take place in seven different locations to celebrate the traditional music
and songs repertoire.
At the end of the summer, on 14th and 15th September, “Les journées
européennes du patrimoine” will be an opportunity for the PAH to highlight
the Mausolée de Lanuéjols, a listed buildings and a symbol for this year’s
centenary on the theme : “1913-2013: 100 years of protection”.
Further information on: www.pah-mende-et-lot.fr - www.ot-mende.fr
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The cathedral of Notre-Dameet-Saint-Privat in Mende is the
only Gothic Building in the whole
of Lozère. It was built in the 14th
century on request of Pope Urbain V,
himself from Gévaudan originally. The
two spires were built at the beginning
of the 15th century . Partly destroyed
during the war between Protestants
and Catholics, it was rebuilt in the
17th century and definitely completed
in the 19th century. There are quite
interesting features such as the
Black Virgin which dates from the
12th century, an organ and wooden
panels from the 17th century and the
clapper of the bell “la Sans Pareille”
(the Unique), the biggest bell in the
Christendom erected in the 17th
century and a 20th century high altar.
The cathedral of Mende has been a
listed building since 1906.
Further information on:
www.ot-mende.fr

Street Theater
“48e de rue”

Every year in July, for three days,
Mende is invaded by street artists
and performers. There will be dance,
theatre, concerts, brass bands, clowns,
puppet shows, you name it! This will be
the 8th edition of the festival “48ème
Rue” with companies from all over
France. They will be freely entertaining
the public in the streets of the town.
Further information on:
www.ot-mende.fr /www.laboart.fr
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CATHÉDRALE
GOTHIQUE DE MENDE
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Genuine
Lifestyle
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The Aubrac, a high plateau in the most western part of the Lozère, is
a vast expanse of green and grey earth with huge boulders scattered
about the land. This region is well-known for its fine local food, its
top quality beef, its cheese and the traditional Aligot a dish of mashed
potatoes and local cheese. In May, it’s an opportunity to celebrate the
start of the transhumance season in colourful style. The traditional little
houses with slated roofs, called Burons, are scattered throughout the
countryside, here and there you will find glittering lakes and streamlets.
From Nasbinals to Sain-Germain-du-Teil, you will see little villages and
hamlets with sturdy houses built with volcanic rocks. It is a region where
the way of life has still retained its authenticity.
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Cévennes, Mont-Lozère

Aubrac
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Burons
and Aligot,
Centuries-Old
Traditions
© Studionature.com

The Lozère is a land of cattle farming
where cows are traditionally moved to
higher grazing grounds every summer,
where the quality of the food products
provided by this livestock are the result
of centuries-old skills and traditional
recipes.

© Jean-François Salles

CATTLE TRANSHUMANCE

The period of transhumance shows how the
farmers and people in Lozère are deeply
attached to their roots and traditions. Every year,

this event is celebrated by thousands of people.
Traditionally, the transhumance started on Saint
Urbain’s day (25th May) and lasted until Saint
Géraud’s day (13th October), the celebration of
this event takes place on 25th May. The cows
adorned with ribbons and flowers are herded
through the “drailles” (transhumance paths)
to reach the pass of Bonnecombe (1350m), A
symbolic place for the transhumance in the
Aubrac. On this occasion, a fair takes place on
the pass where you can buy all sorts of home

Waterfall of Déroc

The waterfall of Déroc is 30m high
above the valley of the Gambaïse
streamlet. From above, the view is
quite stunning, overlooking Marchastel
and further away the vast expanse of
the granitic plateau of the Aubrac. You
can access the waterfall by a path
along the streamlet from Nasbinals.
Underneath the basaltic ridge is a cave
the ceiling of which shows a striking
prismatic structure of basalt.
Further information on:
www.nasbinals.fr

© Alain Lagrave

From mid-May to mid-October, the livestock will graze higher up in the
mountains, so the vacant lower fields can be used for cultivation. August is the
month where cattle graze on the highest grounds in altitude. From then on,
with the weather getting colder, the cattle will move back downwards towards
the valleys. Built all over the mountains, the Burons, those little houses which
are used as shelters for the shepherds during the transhumance as well as the
places where local cheese such as the Tome and the Fourme are produced.
The start of the transhumance gives an opportunity to celebrate that significant
moment of the year, the cows are adorned with colourful ribbons and flowers,
the sound of their bells ringing as they start moving up along the transhumance
paths (the “drailles”). The cattle fairs in August, September and October, once
important for farmers and traders alike, still draw lots of tourists and visitors
as well, eager to buy fresh
local products of quality and
Aligot Recipe (for 4)
also to taste the traditional
1kg of potatoes (bintje or any kind of floury
potatoe)
dish of Aligot.
400g of fresh Tome cheese
The Aligot is the traditional
200g of thick cream (preferably crème fraiche
dish of the Aubrac. It comes
or clotted cream)
1 or 2 cloves or garlic
from the Latin word “aliquid”
salt and pepper
which means “something”.
Peel the potatoes and cloves of garlic. Cut
It’s made of mildly garlicky
the potatoes in half and boil them with the
mashed potatoes in which
garlic in water for 20 mn. In the meantime,
is added some local cheese.
slice the cheese thinly. When the potatoes are
cooked, take out the garlic cloves and mash
This traditional local dish
the potatoes. Add the cream and the cheese
has become famous all over
slices and with a wooden spoon stir the
France.
mixture vigorously to ensure a light stringy
texture. Some like to crush a clove of garlic
Further information on:
and add it at the end.
www.nasbinals.fr

made and local food products and goodies. You
can also taste the traditional dish of aligot. All
this in a very joyful atmosphere. With many folk
bands performing at this event.
Originally an economic necessity it has become
a great popular celebration where farmers
can meet and exchange ideas, techniques and
products such as the famous beef called la
fleur d’Aubrac.
Further information on:
www.aubrac-sud-lozere.com
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Aubrac

Romanesque
Church
of Nasbinals
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The first churches of Marchastels and
Nabisnals were built in the 7th century
when the population converted to the
Christian religion with Gregoire de
Tours and when appeared the first
Christian communities. After 951
many pilgrims were following in the
footsteps of The bishop Godescalc, The
first Frenchman who walked from the
Puy-en-Velay to Conques.
Along the route abbeys, hospices and
priories were being built to tender for
the pilgrims. In 1074, the monks of
St Victor-de-Marseille had the sturdy
church of Ste Marie-de-Nasbinals built
which became one of their priories,
and a safe shelter for the pilgrims.
Notably,with its polychrome stone
material, its octagonal bell tower
and the beautiful arched vault of its
nave, Ste Marie-de-Nasbinals is one
of the best example of Romanesque
architecture in Aubrac
Further information on:
www.nasbinals.fr
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On the routes used in France by the pilgrims to go to Santiago de
Compostela, there are 7 routes and no less than 71 monuments that
are listed as World Heritage sites by UNESCO under the official label
“Chemins de Saint-Jacques-de-Compostelle en France”.
In addition, St-James’s way was declared the first European Cultural Route in 1987.
Here is what UNESCO say to justify its listing as a World Heritage site “Throughout
the Middle Ages, Santiago de Compostela was the most important pilgrimage of
all for countless thousands of pilgrims from
all over Europe. To reach Spain, pilgrims had to
THE TRAIL
walk through France, and important historical
OF ST GUILHEM
monuments served as landmarks along the four
routes by which they were travelling”. Modernday pilgrims who walk on these paths are
no longer driven only by their faith, lots of
hikers just enjoy the challenge of walking
down this beautiful route while admiring the
Romanesque religious architecture on the way.
The footpaths of St-James’s way have been
mapped by the FFRP (the French Federation of
Hikers) since the 70’s. The Via Podiensis (the
footpath of the Puy) is the latin name for one
of the 4 routes of pilgrimage in France. It starts
The ancient transhumance footpath
from Puy-en-Velay and ends in the Basque
better known as the “Grande Draille
village of Ostabat where it connects to the
d’Aubrac” linking the north of the
Via Turonensis and the Via Lemovicensis. Out
Montpellier region to the volcanic
of the four routes to Santiago de Compostela,
plateau of the Aubrac. This old route
the Via Podiensis is the most popular. It is also
leaves the “Via Podensis” near the
the first trail that has been registered by the
town of Aubrac to join la Canourgue
FFRP as a long distance hiking path: the first
via Nasbinals and the Causse de
mimeographed edition of the topo-guide of the
Sauveterre, then the Gorges of the
GR65 for the Le Puy-Aubrac leg of the journey
Tarn at Ste Enimie. Going through
was in 1972!
the Causse Méjean, the trail reaches
This footpath, the famous GR65 is also the
Meyrueis, the range of Mont Aigoual,
most memorable route not only because of the
before the descent towards le Vigan
sheer beauty of the landscape in some parts
through the Cirque de Navacelles
but also because of the magnificence of the
to reach St Guilhem via the Val du
religious monuments that were erected along
Verdus and Notre-Dame-de-Lieuthe route. This route goes through the region
Plaisant. The trail of St Guilhem is
of the Velay, the Margeride, and the Aubrac.
considered as the hiking equivalent
Each of these regions of small mountains
of the Great Mountain Bike Cycling
range stretching out all the way to the far end
Rides across the Massif Central,
of the Rouergue, has its own characteristics.
from the Volcanoes to the Sea. The
The Velay is a range of volcanic ridges whereas
FFRP topo-guide (hiking guidebook)
the Margeride is a moorland dotted with huge
of the St Guilhem trail was publiboulders of granite. The Aubrac with its green
shed in 2009, after a recommendameadows and rich pastureland, small lakes
tion by the Regional Committees of
and streamlets, is always popular with hikers
Hikers in the départements of the
and pilgrims.
Gard and the Lozère.
Further information on:
Further information
www.chemindecompostelle.com
on: www.chemin-st-guilhem.fr
www.bastide-nasbinals.com
www.cevennes-evasion.com
www.ffrandonnee.fr (ref topo-guide GR65)
© Studionature.com
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Saint James’ Way to
Santiago de Compostela
(GR65)
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Michelin Star in Aubrac

“Fleur d’Aubrac”:
The “Angus Beef”
of the Aubrac

© Studionature.com

It began in 1988 when a poll conducted
on consumers of the département of
Hérault revealed there was definitely a
substantial market for top quality beef.
At the same time, small independent
butchers couldn’t compete with
the big supermarket chains and
faced a significant decline. The first
time “Fleur d’Aubrac” beef was on
the market was in Octobre1991. In
September 2010, nearly fifteen years
later, after long and complex labelling
procedures, the European Commission
officially register a new PGI label
(Protected Geographical Indication) :
“Heifer Fleur d’Aubrac” referring to the
meat of this specific local breed.
Further information on:
www.fleur-aubrac.com
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THE ROAD OF
THE FOUR LAKES
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“Chez Camillou” is a gastronomic
institution in Lozère. Cyril Attrazic, the
fourth-generation restaurateur in the
family, is a creative chef whose cuisine
is based on fresh local products. He was
eventually awarded a Michelin star.

This road is also known as the “silver
road” due to the glittering effect of
the sunlight on the lakes. The lake of
the Salhiens, lake St Andreol, the lake
of Born, and the lake of Souveyrols,
are the four jewels of the Aubrac
plateau at around 1250m. They are
originally volcanic lakes. Relatively
close to one another, all lie in the
drainage basin of the river Bès and
have the same features, dark blue
waters, treeless marshy shores. They
all have the same fish species in
them: Brown trout, Rainbow trout,
pikes, perches, chubs and minnows.
The four lakes are registered as fisrt
category for angling and subjected to
rules and regulations of the French
Angling Federation. Not to be missed,
the prismatic basalt structure of the
Pont des Nègres.
Further information on:
www.nasbinals.fr

Born and bred in Lozère, he is very familiar
with the traditional local dishes of the Aubrac
region. His great grandfather Camillou and
then his father Francis after him, ran the same
restaurant seventy years ago, although they
moved the restaurant across the street in the
70’s. Cyril has followed in their footsteps by
using fresh local products and ingredients.
Cyril however had to leave the Lozère once
he completed his training as a chef and went
to work for some of the best Michelin-starred
chefs in Europe: Alain Ducasse in Paris and
Claude Bosi in London. He came back with a
sound and valuable experience in gastronomic
restaurants and was ready to take over the
family restaurant of Aumont-Aubrac with the
help of his wife Karine.
“I changed the whole menu overnight. I said
to my father that it was risky but he let me
do it.” “He wasn’t going over the top.” His
father Francis says. “He kept using the same
products. He just used them in a different way.
Young, well-travelled, talented, Cyrill has the
flair for recreating traditional dishes with his
own touch : a stew of wild mushrooms, porcini
and St George mushrooms with a foie gras
and whipped cream sauce, or veal en cocotte
lutée (wrapped in pastry like Beef Wellington)
served with sautéed wild mushrooms and
potatoes, or Aubrac beef tartar or celeriac
noodles with wild musrhrooms and truffle oil.
Cyril Attrazic’s cuisine is close to his regional
roots and it’s the land which feeds his
imagination. He just rejuvenates traditional
local dishes by adding his own personal touch.
He has his own network of local farmers who
supply him with fresh and organic products of
quality. His wife Karine who is very attentive
to their customers’ needs and comfort is
also contributing to the growing success of
the restaurant, the reputation of which has
reached international stature. In addition to
the restaurant, there is a hotel and a brasserie
for those who want to stop over in Aubrac and
take advantage of the location to truly enjoy a
culinary experience. You might want to attend
Cyrils’s workshop in cookery when he gets the
time to organise it.
Further information on: www.camillou.com
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Aubrac

La
Borie de
l’Aubrac

Skiing in Aubrac

stone and wood materials of the structure with modern design furniture. There
are five comfortable bedrooms, all with panoramic views over the Aubrac
plateau.
At a walking distance from the Bès river and the Déroc waterfall, a few miles
from the four Lakes, 5km from Nasbinals and St James’Way, the Borie de
l’Aubrac is ideally located to explore the heart of the Aubrac region, its natural
as well as cultural heritage (the Church of Nabisnals, the Bridge of Marchastel,
The Castle of La Baume, domerie d’aubrac, etc…). There is also the possibility
of all sorts of outdoors activities whatever the season (cycling, skiing, horseriding, anglin)
The landlord and landlady of the Borie de l’Aubrac, can provide evening meals
and breakfast with local delicacies and homely dishes : Aligot, fouace (kind of
a sweet loaf), Pélardon cheese, Aubrac beef and local charcuterie,
chestnut “jam”….
Further information on: www.borie-aubrac.com

© Studionature.com

At the “Signal de Mailhebiau”, at an altitude of 1469 metres,
is the Col (mountain pass) de Bonnecombe, the highest peak
of The Aubrac plateau. It is the starting poing of all the routes
of the Espace Nordique in south Aubrac. Country skiing,
skating, snow rackets hiking, are the best way to explore the
forest tracks of Baronte and the snowbound pasture over the
Lot river and the Causses. There are five ski resorts in winter:
Aubrac, Brameloup, Laguiole, St Urcize and Nasbinals with
a total of 250 kms of well-groomed and marked ski routes.
Further information on:
www.aubrac-sud-lozere.com / www.hiver-autrement.com
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CHÂTEAU DE LA BAUME
The Château de la Baume in the foothills
of the Aubrac, erected on one of the
most influential baronies of Gévaudan,
offers an opportunity to explore the rather
fascinating past and history of the place.
Antoine de Grolée, Baron of Peyre and
his wife Marguerite de Soulatges, had
the rather austere first part of the castle
built in 1630.Their son César, Bailiff of
Gévaudan, then Lieutenant General of the
King’s army managed to complete his
father’s castle in 1714, after he had been
quite active in the repression following
the Camisards uprising. Deserted and
neglected during the Révolution and the
Napoleonic wars, the castle is then sold
in 1850. The Senator Mayran bought it for
his daughter, the Countess of Las Cases.
It has gone through four generations
since and ha retained most of the
original interior decoration and furniture.

A harmonious combination of the early
17th century rustic style of Gévaudan
and the more refined 18th century style
with Italian strong influence and precious
artefacts coming from the Royal factories
such as tapestries, china, mirrors ….
With its richly decorated wooden panels,
stunning pieces of furnitures, exquisite
paintings, no wonder the Château de
la Baume is often called the “little
Versailles of Gévaudan”.

© Studionature.com

Totally isolated, in the
middle of nowhere the
Borie de l’Aubrac is an
imposing farmhouse more
than a century old, where
visitors looking for peaceful
surroundings are more than
welcome; Once it used to be
a stable where cattle were
spending the winter season,
now the beautiful building has
been carefully restored turned
into a Gîte or guesthouse in
which the very soul of “la
Grange des Enfants”, (“the
Children’s Barn”), the name
originally given to the place, is
still very alive.
The house has been restored
with great care and a lot of
taste, enhancing the original

© La Borie d’Aubrac

Not far from Nasbinals, in
the heart of the Aubrac,
whether covered with snow
in winter or very green
in summer, the Borie de
l’Aubrac is a magical place.

Further information on:
www.chateaudelabaume.org
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L’o d’ici by
Laurence
Ratéry

© J.J. Delambre

Laurence Ratéry welcomes visitors
in her stylish 4 bedrooms gîte
(guesthouse) in Nasbinals, opposite
the old Romanesque church in the
centre of the village. Born and bred in
the Aubrac, Laurence has restored and
refurbished an old stone barn in her
own elegant style, which she’s called
“L’O d’ici”.
It is a place which not unlike the region itself is about exchanging ideas and
meeting people. “L’O d’ici” is a gîte right in the centre of the village, facing the
church, with 4 bedrooms, each with its own allusive name : Lodyssée, Lorizon,
Lovive and Lobrac. “I am viscerally attached to this region. I can’t forget there
were four generations of innkeepers before me. My parents had a cattle export
business which I took over when they died and later I decided to buy this barn
that needed to be totally restored in 2006.” Laurence had in mind to create
a place where people could recharge their batteries, physically and mentally.
Lodyssée the bedroom of pilgrims for instance has the lavender colour, the
colour of spirituality. On St Jame’s way, between Le Puy and Conques, the
pilgrims leaves here a small trace of their spiritual quest. Each bedroom must
reflect harmony: whether it’s a dominant colour, a mezzanine, a sentence
written on the wall, probably an extract from Monique Laroque or Patrick
Mialon, two novelists who are both in love with the Aubrac. Photographs by
Renaud Dangreville are the only decorations on the walls: “Here is a picture of
crocuses, a welcome present in the Aubrac just when you thought you were in
a barren wilderness, then those flowers are the harbingers of spring and of a
profusion of flowers to come.”
The olive green bedroom Lorizon, is an ode to freedom and nature, whereas
in Lovive, it’s the translucent aspect of winter frost and icicles which is
highlighted. In Lobrac, it’s the brownish ochre of the earth which is the
dominant colour, “thus echoing the volcanic and basaltic rock-formation of the
environment.” Laurence has favoured natural colours and pigments for joints
in the bathrooms, old wooden fences to decorate the hall, old barn door as a
memento of the original place.
Her only wish is that “everybody coming here will leave with the feeling they
have lived here some brief instants of eternity”.
Further information on: www.lodici-aubrac.com

LA CHALDETTE :
HEALTH SPA RESORT
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Trout Fishing in the Bès
River

© Compagnie Guides pêche Lozère

La Chaldette is a health spa resort right
in the heart of the Aubrac, at an altitude
of 1000 metres on the banks of the river
Bès, where is located a hot spring; The
oldest document found where the hot
spring is mentioned dates from 1785.
It was then called “La Chaudette”. It
was mainly used by the locals to clean
wounds on cattle and as a way to relieve
themselves from exhaustion as well as
a cure for their chronic ailments. The hot
spring is tapped 52 metres below the
surface, the water springs at 35° Celsius
and is rich in minerals. It is particularly
recommended for digestive and ENT
disorders.
The steel and glass building of the
spa was conceived by the architect
Jean-Michel Wilmotte, and built in
1994. Its modern design perfectly fits
into the natural environment by the
river. Different facilities are available:
swimming pool, solarium, fitness
centre, relaxation, sauna, Turkish bath,
whirlpool bath, massage, skin care…
in a idyllic environment. The resort
enjoys a healthy climate and clean air
in peaceful surroundings conducive to
relaxation.
Further information on:
www.lachaldette.com

As far as angling is concerned, the Bès River is in the
first category. There are lots of brown trout. In the
middle part and downstream, a substantial proportion
of them can be one foot long. It’s a beautiful location for
angling which is still largely unspoiled, and more or less
easily accessible. For those looking for some thrilling
angling experience, in the deep and still parts of the
river, there are some pike which come from the lakes
connected to the Bès.
Further information on:
www.lozerepeche.com / www.peche-autrement.com
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Aubrac

Aubrac’s Herbs and Plants

Daffodils and narcissi for essential oils, medicinal plants,
carnivorous plants, Showy Calamint also called “Thé
d’Aubrac”: the Aubrac plateau abounds in herbs and
plants.

AUBRAC TEA, A SUCCESS STORY

More than 2000 species of plants, some
of them very rare, have been listed in the
Aubrac. Among them the showy calamint (or
“Thé d’Aubrac”) well-known for its digestive,
antispasmodic and relaxing properties. Its
very subtle minty and peppery flavour makes
it a very pleasant and refreshing drink either
as tea or wine.
The arnica montana, the anti-inflammatory
property of which is well-know. The yellow
Gentian whose root is much used not only in
the pharmaceutical industry but also in the
making of aperitifs such as Suze or Picon.
Less well-known are the chilling carnivourous
round-leaved sundew also called drosera, the
snake’shead, the pasque flower, the Ligularia
sibirica, the turk’s cap lily… not to mention the
ever poetic but so short-lived Narcissi and
daffodils which in spring cover the fields with
a yellow carpet. They are harvested to be sent
to Grasse for the perfume industry. In Chanac,
the company Crodarom have been extracting
organic essential oils and compounds for
nearly 20 years, to be used in the perfume and
cosmetic industry.
The incredible diversity of herbs and plants in
the region is also a blessing for bee-keepers
whose local honey production has got a very
distinctive and aromatic flavour.
In autumn, mushroom hunting is a favourite
family outing among the locals and of course
they tend to know the best spots for wild
mushrooms.
Further information on:
www.nasbinals-tourisme.fr

Visiting the Lozère
in Camper Vans
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Travelling in a camper van in Lozère is possible all year round.
If you consider just doing that, there is a tourist map “Lozère,
12 routes”, including the 77km long “Route en Aubrac”, that
could facilitate your visit as it gives you useful information
about where to go and what’s worth visiting: interesting
villages and places to see or stop over, restaurants and inns
along the road, traditional markets to buy and get a taste of
local products and specialities.
Further information on:
www.lozere-tourisme.com

© Studionature.com

Showy calamint (Calamintha Grandiflora) has been known since ancient times
for its digestive, diuretic and sedative properties. They grow on the high basaltic
plateau of Aubrac. This plant has been used here as tea once it’s been dried. Its
slightly minty aromatic fragrance gives it a very peculiar taste, a very subtle taste…
harvesting the plants is done in summer and then let to dry before being used as tea
in winter.
Scientific studies have confirmed the medicinal properties of the plant and even
found out lots of other properties that could be useful to the pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industry. An association of producers was created in 2011 to organise and
regulate the production, as well as having it listed as a protected label. In May 2011,
they started growing it and the crop was harvested in August. In the Autumn of 2011,
some producers in association with the agricultureal college of St Flour worked on
a project to create new food and cosmetic products. The first ones came out on the
market under the label “La Grange aux Thé” at the end of 2011. Since the summer
2012, there has been a whole range of products for sale in Nasbinals.
Further information on: www.nasbinals.fr
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Into
the Wild
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Margeride
North east of the Lozère, leaning against the Aubrac
plateau is the secluded mountainous region of
Margeride. It’s a quiet and peaceful environment, only
disturbed by the murmur of a brook ﬂowing here and
there. It’s a paradise for hikers with lots of footpaths to
roam around the countryside, and the environment is
so diverse, woodland and dense forests alternate with
moorland and pastures. From Marvejols to Langogne,
from Malzieu to Châteauneuf-de-Randon, in those
highlands of Gévaudan, the environment has been
well-preserved and has retained its distinctive identity.
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Wildlife : Wolves and Bisons

© Studionature.com

The wilderness of the Margeride makes it an ideal location for wildlife.
Two animal species that are rarely found in the wild in Europe are living
in protected areas here.
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Gérard Ménatory opened a park for wolves about 20 years ago. He has a
passion for wolves generally but particularly for the story about the “Beast of
Gévaudan” (though he has his own idea about this legendary animal) .
The Park of the wolves of Gévaudan near the village of Ste Lucie, covers an
area of about 20 hectares. There are 5 species of wolves which are particularly
threatened with extinction: wolves from Siberia, Poland, Mongolia, Canada
and the Artic. Visitors can walk through the park along a footpath protected by
fences and observe wolves’behaviours (often within a pack). There are some
observation decks from where visitors can watch the wolves and take pictures.
There are guided visits as well with experts who will give you information
and answer your questions. There are 130 wolves in the park, but contrary to
received wisdom, wolves are quite fearful of humans and will avoid them, so
it’s impossible to see them all in this huge park, but the best time to see them
is morning or late afternoon.
There is another protected
species in the Margeride: the
European bison also known
as wisent.
They used to live in forests all
over Europe until the Middle
Ages but their numbers
dwindled out dramatically
and were nearly extinct by
the end of the 19th century.
Few individuals survived in Poland. A project for the conservation of the species
was set up in the 60’s, Polish scientists tried to recreate the conditions for the
reproduction of the species in the wild. To succeed the wild individuals had to
be reintroduced in uninhabited areas, predominantly woodlands with a harsh
climate. The first individuals, 6 bulls and 3 cows, were sent by trucks from the
National Park of Bialowieza in Poland to Ste Eulalie in The Margeride in June
1992. As they adapted well, another group of younger bison was sent over
here in April 1992. Twenty years on, there is now a herd of 40 individuals on a
park covering more than 200 hectares. Visits are done in a horse carriage or
a sleigh depending on the season, as the park is at an altitude of 1350 metres
and 1460 metres.
Further information on: www.bisoneurope.com / www.loupsdugevaudan.com
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Lake Charpal is on the plateau du Roy,
in a secluded location. It’s the reservoir
of the Charpal dam, which is fed by the
Colagne river and supplies the town of
Mende with drinking water. The lake
is surrounded by a huge forest which
gives the place a Canadian feel. There
is an 8 km long footpath around the
lake for a nice walk, some sections
of it being on wooden bridges. On
each side along the shore, there are
wooden panels with information about
the fauna and flora. Swimming is not
allowed. It’s perfect for a family pic-nic
or mountain biking around the lake. But
the real thing which makes this lake so
attractive and popular is the fact that
it is the biggest lake in France for “nokill” pike fishing. The size of pike and
perch in the lake is quite impressive.
However all fish caught are to be
released immediately. It’s the rule.
Further information on:
www.lozerepeche.com
www.peche-autrement.com

Mushroom
Picking
in the Margeride

The Lozère is ideal for mushroom
hunting. In autumn, when the trees
are turning into different shades of
crimson and gold, and if you walk in
the forest you will undoubtedly catch
a whiff of wild mushrooms. Cèpes
(porcini) of course, but also girolles
(chanterelles), morilles (morels),
mousserons (St George’s mushroom),
lactaires (Saffron milk cap), Oronges
(Caesar’s mushroom) are plentiful in
the region.
Further information on:
www.automne-autrement.com
© Studionature.com

© Loups du Gévaudan - Sylvain Macchi

BIGGEST NO KILL
FISHING IN FRANCE
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Margeride

Lake Naussac.
Earth, Water
and Air
FESTIV’ALLIER

Every summer, Langogne
gets in a festive mood
when the three-day event
of the Festive’Allier takes
place. This event which
originally started as a
Music festival has become
over the years a festival
gathering new talented
singers with exceptional
circus and street-theatre
performers. There is also a
Graphic art exhibition taking
place indoors. No celebrity
stars here, on the contrary, most performers are new faces
unknown to the public at large, which makes this festival
in this exceptional environment, and with the assistance
of the whole population of Langogne, quite a convivial and
refreshing event. Good entertainment, good fun, good wine
and good food, what else do you need to have a good time?
Further information on: www.festivallier48.fr

The lake of Naussac which has been built to regulate the
flow of the river Loire and Allier, is a few miles away from
the charming medieval town of Langogne.
In a majestic and leafy surrounding, the lake covering about
an area of 1000 hectares is particularly popular for sailing
as it is always windy there. But it is also a playground for
all kinds of watersport activities in the gorges de l’Allier. The
Allier river is accessible to all, some parts easier than others.
Canoes, kayaks, hydrospeed, rafting or canyoning can be a
great way to explore the gorges with their clear water and
cascades.
If you prefer firm ground, there is some nice climbing to be
done in the gorges, more like a combination of via ferrata and
climbing; there is also the possibility of potholing in the cave
and the underground river of the high plateaux of Montbel.
For cyclists (of mountain bike) and hikers there is a number
of routes and tracks around the lake, which could give the
opportunity to find out more about the local fauna and flora,
or the history and legends of the area. It’s a great place for
family outings. Finally Lake Naussac has great potential for
angling. Langogne, is an ancient town rich in traditions and
with a great cultural heritage. The 12th century church, the
18th century corn market hall and the Chapel in Byzantine
style are worth the visit. The mill of Calquières is a living
museum to the industrial revolution. Finally it’s worth
mentioning the nine-hole golf course, which overlooks the
lake of Naussac.
Further information on: www.langogne.com

Mountain Bike
The Mountain bike Centre
“Espace Margeride”, recognised
by the French Federation of
Cycling, have mapped more
than 200km marked tracks, on
the two sites of Le Malzieu and
Bouviers, which are 30 kms away

from each other. Whether you
are a beginner or an experienced
cyclist you will find routes which
will suit you.
Further information
on: www.lesbouviers.com
31
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Fortified Village
and Medieval Fair
in Le Malzieu

Nestling along the banks of the Tuyère river, Le Malzieu
which was known “the jewel of the valley” is a medieval
market town, rich in traditions, located at the heart of
the legendary region of Gévaudan. The guided visit of the
town lasts for two hours at least.
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There is the choice of two routes with
the possibility of several workshops
(monkey bridge, Nepalese bridge and
rope bridge). Near the end, the easy
route goes straight up to the plateau
whereas the difficult one goes around
the cliff and climbs steeply up the
slightly overhanging rock face. On the
plateau the two routes meet again and
lead to the 50-metre zip line which is
optional. The very fact that there is an
easy route, accessible to all including
visually-impaired people makes this
via ferrata quite special.
Further information on:
www.gevaudan.com
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A TRIBUTE TO
BERTRAND
DU GUESCLIN

© CDT48 - TB

Via ferrata
du Malzieu

When you arrive to the town of
Câteauneuf-de-Redon, you’ll see a
memorial to a famous Breton: Bertand
Du Guesclin. Born in Brittany in 1320,
he was constable of the French king
Charles V in the 14th century. He
commanded great support among
the population as he was in charge of
driving the English out of France and
also getting rid of marauders in the
countryside, in particular in Lozère. He
laid siege to the town in 1380 and eventually the town decided to surrender. He
had been seriously wounded during the
siege and as he was lying on his death
bed, the keys of the town were brought
to him. In 1820, a cenotaph was erected
as a tribute to the great man.
Further information on:
www.margeride-tourisme.com

This picturesque medieval town is proud of its
towers and defensive walls but there are other
treasures, such as the chapel of the Penitents,
the old convent of the Ursulines or the mansion
of the Marquis de Flers. Outside there is still the
wall walk and several towers, one of them being
a watchtower which is open to the public, there
are also one of the three original gates, though
the drawbridge and portcullis are missing. Those
are valuable remains that tell us much about the
history of the town. Although traces of settlement
from the Gallo-Roman period have been found, the
town’ expansion significantly started in the Middle
Ages with the barony of Mercoeur, a powerful family
from Auvergne who took over Le Malzieu in order
to extend their influence in Gévaudan. It became
a stronghold in the region. From the 11thcentury
to the 13th century, imposing defensive walls and
huge towers were erected all around the town as
well as the castles in town and around the area.
But in 1632, 80% of the population was decimated
by the plague. In order to stop the spreading of
the infection, Jean Conché the local apothecary
decided to set fire to the houses of people infected
with the disease, but the fire spread to the rest of
the town and destroyed most of it. The town is then
rebuilt with the assistance of Italian masons who
gave to the architecture of the town a distinctive
Italian flourish. Most houses’ facades have been
listed by the French National Heritage.
Since 2012, in May, the people of the town have
been organising a medieval week-end where
armorial banners hang along the streets,
shopkeepers dress up in medieval costumes and
give their shops a medieval appearance. Medieval
dishes feature as well on restaurant menus, and
the whole place is turned into a medieval town
with demonstrations of traditional activities and
crafts in the Middle Ages. A medieval banquet is
given on the Saturday evening and finally a huge
parade rounds out the festivities.
Further information on: www.gevaudan.com
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Margeride

Javols-Anderitum,
a Gallo-Roman
Village

THE BEAST OF GÉVAUDAN
Between 1764 and
1767, the Beast of
Gévaudan savagely
killed more than a
hundred young girls
and shepherds on
the highlands of the
Margeride plateau
before disappearing
for ever. Was it a
wolf or some kind of
monstruous animal?
Was it the hero
Jean Chastel who
ended the killings?
The most famous
mystery in France is still unresolved 250 years later. There
are still countless amateur detectives who come from all
over France to investigate the case. Twelve routes lead
on to the tracks of the Beast. Instead of the legendary
monster, they can at least see real wolves in the wildlife
Park near Ste Lucie.
Further information on:
www.betedugevaudan.com
www.loupsdugevaudan.com

© Studionature.com

The Gallo Roman town which was known then as Anderitum
is nowadays a cluster of about twenty hamlets in which 330
people live.
Anderitum was built not long after Julius Caesar’s conquest
of Gaul. In the lower part of the town, a Roman town has
been preserved with the remains of a Forum, a theatre, two
Roman baths, official buildings for the administration and
law courts. The town’s expansion peaked in the 2nd century
(over an area of 40 hectares) as a result of the economic
growth in the Roman empire. Although it would eventually
lose its status as capital to the town of Mende in the late
Middle Ages, it retained the status of regional capital “ad
Gabalos” until then.
The central part of the town is protected and listed as a
National Heritage Site. The history of the site and all the
archaeological finds which have been unearthed over 200
years, are on display in the archaeological excavations room
open to the public. This 200m2 exhibition room divided on
two different levels was inaugurated in 1998.
Among the major pieces, is a military milestone on the
ground floor level whereas the masterpiece is the statue of
a Gallo-Roman forest god Sylvain-Sucellus on the first floor.
It’s the only sculpture in the round, ever found in Roman
Gaul. It’s also made of local red sandstone.
There are also workshops aimed essentially at
schoolchildren, about the daily life in Gallo Roman times. In
the “Ludomus”, a room where you play games, grown-ups
and kids can have a try at playing ancient Roman games: the
game of walnuts, the game of the twelve lines, hopscotch,
dolls, chariots and Roman numerals.
In summer especially, the exhibition room is accessible to
all. Audio-guides are available to vision-impaired visitors
and during the visit you’ll be shown videos on screens set
around the room, explaining how the objects were found
and giving details about
the archaeological site.
Reproductions enable the
public to have direct physical
contact with the objects.
Direct access is available
to visitors in wheelchairs
through an access ramp.
Further information on:
www.archeologie-javols.org

© L. Lesur - CG48

At an altitude of 950 metres, North west of Lozère, there
is the small village of Javols which used to be the GalloRoman capital of the Gabales, a tribe of the Gauls who
lived there. Archaeological excavations have uncovered
substantial remains of this period and the site is open to
the public.
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Les Granges
de Bigose
(The Barns
of Bigose)

Between Margeride and Aubrac, the sturdy barns of
Bigose stand out in the splendid isolation of their idyllic
surroundings. This is the perfect place for nature-lovers
and those who are looking for an oasis of tranquillity to
recharge their batteries.

© Studionature.com

THE FAIRYTALE CHÂTEAU
D’ORFEUILLETTE

Christophe Brunel’s fairytale Château d’Orfeuillette
has turned this 19th century mansion into a luxury
hotel. Although inside the mansion, the style is
definitely modern, you might be in for a few surprises.
Every room has its own style, whether it’s arty or
glamour, using fabric or mirrors, huge bathtubs or
a lip-shaped headboard as an allusion to Salvador
Dali. But the jewel of the crown of this amazing place
is a fabulous park on 30 acres of land in the classic
French garden style with deer and peacocks roaming
around freely.
Further information on:
www.hotels-brunel.com
34
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Born and bred in Lozère, originally from Marvejols, Benoît
Castarède decided to buy these old barns near Rimeize in order
to restore them and turn them into a gîte. Those barns are
right on St James’way footpath, which is quite a busy route for
pilgrims. That was the perfect location to realise his eco-friendly
project of a gîte which would be respectful of the environment.
From the original buildings, only the shells remain, the thick
stone-built walls and the huge traditional slate-roofs. Once
you’ve walked inside, it’s difficult to believe that those buildings
used to be shelters for cattle and storage room for fodder. The
buildings have been totally transformed into a dream country
house and gîte (4 épis). Mylène, his wife, has been responsible
for the decoration of the place. Wood is the main material, often
associated with creamy, beige and dark brown colours.
In the huge front room the honey-coloured wooden furniture
stands out beautifully against the dark grey slabs of the floor.
All the bedrooms display the warm and reassuring colour of
wood in various shades. The roof structure with its solid wooden
beams enhances the charm and the country appeal of the place.
There are two types of bedrooms, “comfy” or “cachet”. The first
ones are elegant and practical, (for 2 or 3), the other ones are
stylish and refined with king size beds and Italian showers. All
are equipped with a private bathroom. However there is also
a gîte d’étape for lodging 8 people, for groups of hikers or a
large family. The Granges de Bigose also provide shelter for
horses and mules of visitors. Meals are served on the large
terrace outside and will provide an opportunity to indulge in
a memorable gastronomic experience of fresh traditional
products straight from the local market or cheese from the
nearest farm. Visitors come here to rest and relax in a peaceful
environment, even if it’s only for a short stay.
Further information on: www.grangesbigose.com
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Margeride

Honey, honey
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The Lozère has always been a “land of milk and honey”
and especially honey. People here have been keeping
bees for centuries. The honey in Margeride, is harvested
in the rather cold and mountainous part of the Lozère at
an altitude of 1000 metres.

Hotel de la Poste
in l’Habitarelle

© E. Teissèdre -Logis

L’hotel de la Poste, an old post relay which as been entirely
renovated, has been run by the same family for 4 generations,
whose traditional warm welcome and good local food makes
this hotel a great place to stop over. There are 16 bedrooms all
with private bathrooms, two large dining-rooms. The bigger
one used to be an old barn which has been renovated and
turned into a dining-room. This hotel in a way reflects the 2
essential qualities of the Lozère: simplicity and authenticity.
Further information on:
www.hoteldelaposte48.com

In the Middle Ages, in Margeride and Aubrac, farmers used to
keep bees in beehives made of straw, whereas in the Cévennes
they would use the trunk of a chestnut tree. The few beehives
they had would enable them to get some honey for themselves
and their families, the only sweetener available then.
Nowadays beekeeping has become a real occupation and
therefore more professional. Today there are more than a
hundred beekeepers who have 2 or 3 beehives all over the
département of Lozère, and about forty who are professional
beekeepers and make a living out of it.
Because of the quality of the environment here, its diversity
and therefore the great variety of flowers in blooms from
spring to autumn, honey from Lozère is considered as topgrade honey.
At the end of winter, the long catkins of the hazelnut and alder
start releasing their seeds. In spring, the countryside is in
full blossom: white, yellow, bright green … many trees are in
bloom: willow, ash and the first fruit trees like sweet cherry…
followed by hawthorn, fern, and boxwood which bees seem to
be very much fond of . In summer meadows and pasture take
on warmer colours like red, blue, purple…. And in the woods
it’s the turn of chestnut, lime and thorns to be in bloom. That’s
when bees are the most active.
Created in 1998 by the Regional General Council, a collective
label “de Lozère” (produced in Lozère) that guarantees that
the products will hold to a rigorous set of clearly defined
standards. In addition since spring 2010, about twenty
beekeepers in Lozère have been involved in a new kind of
partnership between beekeepers and consumers: beehives
sponsorship! In other word, a beehive may be sponsored by
an individual which will allow him or her to follow up the work
done by the beekeeper and entitle him or her to one year’s
production of honey from the beehive they’d sponsored..
Each year, 150 beehives need to be sponsored. It’s a great
opportunity to form a friendship with a beekeeper, learn about
bees and beekeeping and harvest your own honey.
Further information on: www.lozereterredemiel.com
www.plaisirsauthentiques.com

The Bouviers, a holiday resort for nature-lovers,
located right in the centre of the Margeride,
surrounded by forests of beech and spruce,
is ideal for hiking, cycling, horse-riding, etc….
In winter, there are about 30 to 50 routes to
choose from for country skiing (either classic
or skating country-ski), or snowshoeing
(rackets). In summer, it’s a paradise for
mountain-bike cyclists with plenty of routes to
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choose from. If you don’t have your own bike
with you, you can hire one there. There are
three types of accommodation, chalets, the
Nordic chalets are bigger and equipped with
a wood stove and a private sauna, gîtes (or
the inn for large groups) and the Maison des
Bouviers which is the gîte d’étape of the resort.
Further information on:
www.lesbouviers.com

© Jean-François Salles

DOMAINE DE PLEINE NATURE OF THE BOUVIERS
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www.lozere-tourisme.com
> If you need to get some information on Lozère such as:
- Looking for accommodation, outdoors activities, special events…
- Finding out about types of holidays and special offers
- Checking our brochures on line and downloading them
LOZÈRE TOURISM BOARD
14, bd Henri-Bourrillon - 48000 Mende
33 (0)4 66 65 60 00 - cdt@lozere-tourisme.com
www.lozere-tourisme.com

Lozère

AGENCE LOZÈRE-RESA
Centrale de réservations départementale
14, bd Henri-Bourrillon - 48001 Mende
33 (0)4 66 48 48 48 - sla@lozere-resa.com
www.lozere-resa.com

Lozère

MAISON DE LA LOZÈRE IN PARIS
1 bis et 4, rue Hautefeuille - 75006 Paris
33 (0)1 43 54 26 64 - contact@lozere-a-paris.com
www.lozere-a-paris.com
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